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Directions

Find a piece that...

Review the list of musical characteristics and clues below and explore the suggested list of titles 
in the SmartMusic repertoire library to find the pieces that match each clue. Write the name of 
a matching title in the blank space next to each clue. At the end of the activity, complete the 
reflection questions for further listening analysis.

1. Includes an accelerando: ______________________________________

2. Has pizzicato sections:  _______________________________________

3. Is written by an Australian composer:  _______________________________

4. A swing-style piece: _________________________________________

5. Has both arco and pizzicato sections:  _______________________________

6. Ends with a fermata: _________________________________________

7. Features a trio section: ________________________________________

8. Includes trills: _____________________________________________

9. Is supposed to be played joyfully: _________________________________

10. Includes a repeat: __________________________________________

11. Features a section to be played “sonore”:  _____________________________

12. Includes marcato markings: _____________________________________

13. Is a march in 2/4: ___________________________________________

14. Has instructions to make “tss” sounds like a hi-hat cymbal: ___________________

15. Was composed or arranged by female composers:  _______________________

16. Includes a Coda:  ___________________________________________

17. Says to play “with Gusto”:  ______________________________________

Scavenger Hunt
ORCHESTRA
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Suggested Listening

Listening Reflection

1. Name a piece that didn’t sound like you thought it would from the title. Why did it surprise you?

2. Which piece would you be interested in playing at a future concert? Why does it appeal to you?

3. Name a piece that you think would be difficult to learn. What makes it challenging?

4. What piece do you think would be best for these groups? What makes it a good fit?

• a. Elementary Orchestra

• b. Middle School Orchestra

• c. High School Orchestra

Title Composer/Arranger

Puttin' on the Pizz Chris M. Bernotas

A Pirate's Plunder Neridah Oostenbroek

Dragon Fire Susan H. Day

The Recess Boogie Woogie Ron DeGrandis

Anvil Chorus Deborah Baker Monday

It's All Right (from SOUL) Chris M. Bernotas

Celtic Sunrise Soon Hee Newbold

Sinfonietta for Strings Anthony Granata

Turbine Jeffrey Frizzi

Capstone Tyler Arcari

Dreams of Yesterday Joshua Reznicow


